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Optomagnonic systems, where light couples coherently to collective excitations in magnetically ordered

solids, are currently of high interest due to their potential for quantum information processing platforms at

the nanoscale. Efforts so far, both at the experimental and theoretical level, have focused on systems with

a homogeneous magnetic background. A unique feature in optomagnonics is, however, the possibility of

coupling light to spin excitations on top of magnetic textures. We propose a cavity-optomagnonic system with

a nonhomogeneous magnetic ground state, namely, a vortex in a magnetic microdisk. In particular, we study

the coupling between optical whispering gallery modes to magnon modes localized at the vortex. We show

that the optomagnonic coupling has a rich spatial structure and that it can be tuned by an externally applied

magnetic field. Our results predict cooperativities at maximum photon density of the order of C ≈ 10−2 by

proper engineering of these structures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.98.241406

Introduction. Optomagnonics is an exciting new field

where light couples coherently to elementary excitations in

magnetically ordered systems. The origin of this photon-

magnon interaction is the Faraday effect, where the magne-

tization in the sample causes the light’s polarization plane to

rotate. Conversely, the light exerts a small effective magnetic

field on the material’s magnetic moments. Shaping the host

material into an optical cavity enhances the effective coupling

according to the increased number of trapped photons.

Recent seminal experiments have demonstrated this cou-

pling [1–3]. In these, an yttrium iron garnet (YIG) sphere

serves as the host of the magnetic excitations and, via whis-

pering gallery modes (WGMs), as the optical cavity. The

optomagnonic coupling manifests itself in transmission side-

bands at the magnon frequency. So far, these experiments

have probed mostly the homogeneous magnetic mode (Kittel

mode) where all spins rotate in phase [4]. Very recently,

optomagnonic coupling to other magnetostatic modes [5,6]

has been demonstrated, albeit still on top of a homogeneous

background [7,8].

The Kittel mode, although it is the simplest one to probe

and externally tune, is a bulk mode and has a suboptimal over-

lap with the optical WGMs living near the surface. Another

caveat is the state of the art in terms of sample size, which is

currently submillimetric. This results in modest values for the

optomagnonic coupling and motivates the quest for smaller,

micron-sized magnetic samples, as well as for engineering

the coupling between magnetic and optical modes. Increasing

the currently observed values of optomagnonic coupling is an

urgent prerequisite for moving on to promising applications

such as magnon cooling, coherent state transfer, or efficient

wavelength converters [9–24].

In microscale magnetic samples, the competition be-

tween the short-range exchange interaction and the boundary-

sensitive demagnetization fields can lead to magnetic textures,

where the magnetic ground state is not homogeneous [25,26].

A well-studied case is that of a thin microdisk, where the

magnetization swirls in the plane of the disk and forms a

magnetic vortex in the center [27,28] [see Fig. 1(a)]. In the

vortex core, the spins point out of plane.

Magnetic vortices carry two degrees of freedom: How

the magnetization curls (clockwise or anticlockwise) defines

the chirality C = ±1, while its pointing up or down at the

center of the vortex defines the polarity P = ±1. These are

robust topological properties and make vortices interesting

for information processing [26]. Moreover, the position of the

vortex can be controlled by an external magnetic field, making

this system highly tunable [Fig. 1(c)].

While optomagnonic systems present analogies to optome-

chanics [16,29] (where light couples to phonons [30]), the

possibility of coupling light to magnetic textures is unique to

optomagnonics. In this Rapid Communication we study the

optomagnonic coupling in the presence of an inhomogeneous

magnetic background in a microdisk geometry (note that

this differs from Refs. [6–8], where the underlying magnetic
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FIG. 1. (a) In a magnetic microdisk, the ordered state is a vortex

with chirality C = ±1 and polarity P = ±1. Envisioned setups: (b)

A thin YIG disk embedded in an optical cavity of choice. (c) A

thicker YIG microdisk can support both optical WGM and magnon

modes. An external in-plane magnetic field displaces the vortex core

in a direction perpendicular to the field.
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ground state is uniform). This is a relevant case to study since:

(i) YIG disks at the microscale have been experimentally

realized and the presence of magnetic vortices demonstrated

[31–33], (ii) a disk supports optical WGMs while reducing the

magnetic volume with respect to a sphere, which could lead to

larger optomagnonic couplings, and (iii) the spin excitations

in the presence of the vortex are qualitatively different from

those on top of a homogeneous magnetization.

We combine analytical methods with micromagnetic and

finite-element simulations to derive the spatial dependence

and the strength of the optomagnonic coupling. We study

two qualitatively different regimes that can be accessed by

nanostructure patterning: a very thin micromagnetic disk em-

bedded in an optical cavity, and a thicker microdisk that also

serves as the optical cavity [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. We demon-

strate our method for the coupling between magnon modes

localized at the magnetic vortex and the optical WGMs,

and predict high values for the optomagnonic coupling and

the cooperativity, an important figure of merit in these

systems.

Optomagnonic coupling for magnetic textures. In a Faraday

active material, the electromagnetic energy is modified by

the coupling between the electric field and the magnetization

[34],

HMO = −i
θFλn

2π

ε0ε

2

∫

dr m(r, t ) · [E∗(r, t ) × E(r, t )],

(1)

where m(r, t ) is the local magnetization in units of the

saturation magnetization Ms, and we used the complex rep-

resentation of the electric field, (E∗ + E)/2. The prefactor

θFλn/2π (∼4 × 10−5 in YIG) gives the Faraday rotation

θF per wavelength λn in the material, ε (ε0) is the relative

(vacuum) permittivity, and n =
√

ε/ε0 the refractive index.

Equation (1) couples the spin density in the magnetic material

with the optical spin density (OSD), which represents the

spin angular momentum density carried by the light field.

Quantizing Eq. (1) leads to the optomagnonic Hamiltonian

[29]. The coupling is parametric, coupling one local spin

operator to two photon operators.

We consider the coupling of the optical fields to spin-

wave excitations on top of a nonuniform static ground

state m0(r), δm(r, t ) = m(r, t ) − m0(r). For small devi-

ations |δm| ≪ 1 we can express these in terms of har-

monic oscillators (magnon modes). Quantizing δm(r, t ) →
1
2

∑

γ [δmγ (r)b̂γ e−iωγ t + δm∗
γ (r)b̂†γ eiωγ t ] and E(∗)(r, t ) →

∑

β E
(∗)
β (r)â

(†)
β e−(+)iωβ t , from Eq. (1) we obtain the cou-

pling Hamiltonian ĤMO =
∑

αβγ Gαβγ â†
α âβ b̂γ + H.c., where

Gαβγ =
∫

dr Gαβγ (r) and

Gαβγ (r) = −i
θFλn

4π

ε0ε

2
δmγ (r) · [E∗

α (r) × Eβ (r)] (2)

is the local optomagnonic coupling. The Greek subindices

indicate the respective magnon and photon modes which are

coupled. We use Eq. (2) to evaluate the coupling between

optical WGMs and magnon modes in a YIG microdisk with a

magnetic vortex, focusing on magnonic modes localized at the

vortex. We study two cases: (i) a thin disk where the problem

is essentially two dimensional (2D), and (ii) a thicker disk,
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FIG. 2. Optomagnonic coupling to vortex motion in a thin disk.

(a) Optical WGM and gyrotropic mode (inset) for a displaced vortex.

(b) Spatial profile of the optomagnonic coupling. (R = 1 µm, h =
20 nm, ωopt/2π = 217 THz, κopt = 1.51 THz, ωg/2π = 36 MHz,

Hx = 3.3 mT.)

where the z dependence of the problem is nontrivial. The thin

disk allows us to compare with analytical approximate results,

validating our numerical results.

Thin disk. We consider a magnetic microdisk of thickness

h and radius R. The characteristic magnetic length scale

is the exchange length lex (for YIG: lex ∼ 10 nm) [35]. A

vortex is the stable magnetic texture for h � lex and R ≫
lex [28]. The lowest excitation mode consists of the vor-

tex’s center-of-mass rotating around an axis perpendicular to

the disk’s plane [36,37] [see Fig. 1(c)]. The frequency ωg

of this gyrotropic mode can be approximated by ωg/2π ≈
µ0γMs h/(4πR) with γ the gyromagnetic ratio [28] (for

YIG ωg/2π ≈ 1 GHz h/R). The excitation is localized at the

vortex core, decaying linearly with distance (see Supplemen-

tal Material (SM) A [38]). The disk also supports optical

WGMs. The approximate 2D analytical solution for these is

well known (see SM C [38]). The WGMs can be classified

into transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE)

modes, for electric field perpendicular to and in the plane

of the disk, respectively [39]. Within this approximation we

have two possibilities for finite coupling to the gyrotropic

mode: processes involving both TE and TM modes, and those

involving only TE modes. For processes involving both TE

and TM modes, ETE∗
α × ETM

β lies in the xy plane and therefore

can couple to the in-plane component of the gyrotropic mode,

which is finite both inside and outside of the vortex core.

Processes involving instead only TE modes couple exclu-

sively to the out-of-plane component of the gyrotropic mode,

which is finite only inside the vortex core (SM A [38]). For

a YIG microdisk, the free spectral range �fFSR ≈ 0.1 THz,

which is much larger than the typical gyrotropic frequencies.

Therefore, magnon scattering between two energetically dis-

tinct optical modes would be allowed either in the sideband

unresolved case, or possibly with carefully selected modes

of other radial optical quantum numbers. Moreover, using an

external magnetic field for frequency matching can be difficult

in these structures, since it would alter the static magnetic

texture and consequently the modes. In the following we

discuss the case of scattering with one TE mode, which is free

from these considerations. This is analogous to single-mode

optomechanics [30] or optomagnonics [29], where the system
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is driven by a laser whose detuning from the optical mode can

be made to match the magnon frequency.

Coupling to the gyrotropic mode is only possible if there

is an overlap with the WGM. Applying a magnetic field Hx

along x displaces the vortex up (down) along y for counter-

clockwise (clockwise) chirality, as the spins try to align with

the field. This provides a knob to control the optomagnonic

coupling, as we show in the following. We first note, however,

that a thin YIG microdisk such that h � lex ≈ 10 nm is a

bad optical cavity. To better confine the optical modes, we

consider a structure as shown in Fig. 1(b), such that the YIG

disk is placed between two dielectric, nonmagnetic disks with

the same radius and height comparable to λn. We chose Si3N4

(refractive index nSi3N4
≈ 2) in order to create an almost con-

tinuous material for the WGM resonator. Hence the WGMs

live in the whole structure, whereas the magnon modes are

confined to the thin YIG disk. The gyrotropic mode can

overlap with the WGMS for a displaced vortex [see Fig. 2(a)].

We continue to call this mode “gyrotropic” since it evolves

continuously from the gyrotropic mode at Hx = 0. Whereas

its frequency has a light dependence on Hx , the mode itself is

distorted as the rim of the disk is approached. This reflects the

deformation of the vortex core into a C-shaped domain wall

due to the stronger influence of the demagnetization fields at

the nearest boundary (see SM D [38] and Refs. [40,41]).

Figure 2 shows an example of the spatial dependence

of the optomagnonic coupling |G(r,Hx )| for the gyrotropic

mode and a WGM. The coupling, given throughout this

work as per photon and per magnon, was obtained by com-

bining MuMax3 [42] micromagnetic simulations with finite-

element simulations for the optical WGM via Eq. (2). De-

tails on the simulations and the normalization procedure are

presented in SM F, G, and H [38]. The total coupling is

obtained by integrating over the whole volume. The inte-

gration volume is however bounded by the magnon mode

volume Vmag since it is smaller than the optical mode Vopt.

A quick estimate of the maximum coupling is |Gmax| ≈
√

2gµB/(MsVmag)(θFλn/2π )(Vmag/Vopt )h̄ωopt (g is the g-

factor, µB is the Bohr magneton), showing a suppression

of the coupling by a factor
√

Vmag/Vopt. For the thin disk

considered here we find |Gmax| ≈ 30 Hz, in agreement with

the modest maximum value of |G| ≈ 10 Hz obtained numer-

ically (see Fig. 3). Interestingly, this maximum value is not

obtained at the maximum of the OSD, but at points of its

maximum slope (as a function of vortex position). This can

be understood by noting the antisymmetry under inversion of

δmz for the gyrotropic mode, which leads to a cancellation

when integrated weighted by an isotropic factor. This can-

cellation is lifted most effectively when the vortex is located

at highly anisotropic points of the OSD. Figure 3 shows |G|
as a function of applied magnetic field, together with the

profile for the OSD. This shows clearly that the magnon mode

couples effectively to the gradient of the OSD. The value of

|G| is therefore completely tunable by an external magnetic

field, in contrast to the usual case of magnonic modes on a

homogeneous background.

Using the “rigid vortex” model [28,43] for the magnetics,

the optomagnonic coupling for the gyrotropic mode can be

obtained analytically (SM A, B, and D [38]). Using that the

vortex core radius b is small, the first nonzero contribution to
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FIG. 3. Optomagnonic coupling (red dots: numerical; light-red

dotted line: analytical) as a function of magnetic field Hx (bottom

axis, linear scale) or vortex position (top axis) for the thin disk, and

OSD (blue solid line: numerical; light blue solid line: analytical)

at the position of the vortex, normalized to the maximum OSD.

Note the nonlinear dependence of the position of the vortex on Hx

(see SM E [38]). The vortex position is shown schematically in the

inset. Above the graph, the complex-valued mode function δmz(r)

shows the distortion of the gyrotropic mode as the vortex moves

close to the rim. The analytical model does not consider this nor

the decay of the optical field, which accounts for the deviations near

the rim of the disk. (R = 1 µm, h = 20 nm, ωopt/2π = 217 THz,

κopt = 1.51 THz.)

the coupling in a Taylor expansion is

|Gm(s)| ≈ 10−2θFλn

√

gµBh

Ms

b2ε0ε
∣

∣∂s

[(

ETE∗
m × ETE

m

)

z

]
∣

∣,

(3)

with s the vortex position and m the WGM label. This con-

firms the coupling to the gradient of the OSD. This simplified

analytical model is in good agreement with the simulations

(see Fig. 3).

Thick disk. The magnetic texture can be considered inde-

pendent of height when h is only a few lex. Increasing the

height of the disk leads to more complex magnetic textures

and the appearance of magnon flexural modes along the z

direction [44], which can hybridize with in-plane modes [45].

Although this effect is already present for Hx = 0, it is even

more striking for a finite external field. We discuss this regime

in the following.

We consider a “thick” microdisk such that h ≫ lex in an

applied external field Hx . In this case the vortex “snakes” from

the top to the bottom of the disk [see Figs. 4(a)–4(c)]. This

results in highly complex magnon modes, which we obtain

by micromagnetic simulations. The spatial structure for the

first excited modes is shown in Fig. 4(g). We interpret these
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FIG. 4. Magnetic background, localized magnon modes, and optomagnonic coupling for a thick disk. (a) Sketch of the magnetic vortex.

(b) and (c) Sectional cuts showing the 3D structure of the vortex. (d) Magnon spectrum vs magnetic field. The red crosses indicate the magnon

mode considered in plot (e). (e) Coupling as a function of magnetic field (red dots), and OSD (blue solid line) at the vortex position. (f) Coupling

as a function of magnon mode frequency. The inset shows
∫

V
d3r|G(r)| for comparison. (g) Profile of the first five excited magnon modes. For

(b), (c), (f), and (g), Hx = 17 mT. All couplings for a TE-WGM of ωopt/2π = 184 THz, κopt = 0.03 THz. (R = 2 µm, h = 500 nm.)

as flexural modes of the vortex core, possibly hybridized with

the gyrotropic mode. The optomagnonic coupling for these

modes at a fixed Hx is presented in Fig. 4(f). We observe that

(i) we obtain values for the coupling in the kHz range, and

(ii) the value of the coupling has a nonmonotonic dependence

on the mode number, due to cancellation effects, as can be

seen when compared with the integrated absolute value of the

coupling. This system shows also tunability by an external

magnetic field, and the coupling is governed by the gradient of

the OSD (see Fig. 4). Taking the Gilbert damping coefficient

for YIG α ≈ 10−5, we obtain single-photon cooperativities

up to C0 = 4G2/(καω) ∼ 10−7, where κ ∼ 0.1 THz (from

COMSOL) and ω frequency of the respective magnon mode.

For a maximum allowed photon density of 105 µm−3, C =
nphC0 ∼ 10−2, a five orders of magnitude improvement with

respect to the current state of the art.

Conclusion. We developed a numerical method based in

micromagnetics and finite-element simulations for cavity op-

tomagnonics with magnetic textures. We studied a microdisk

where the magnetic static background is a vortex. The system

presents two qualitatively distinct regimes. For thin disks

the problem allows for an approximate analytical treatment,

which we use to benchmark our results. For this case, we

propose a heterostructure where the optical cavity surrounds

the microdisk for better confinement of the optical modes.

A simpler structure from the experimental point of view

could be instead an optical cavity on top of the microdisk,

where the coupling is evanescent. This could provide the

freedom of designing optical modes independently of the

magnetic structure. For thick disks, the microdisk serves also

as the optical cavity. This system presents a rich magnetic

structure, and large values of optomagnonic coupling and

cooperativities are in principle achievable. Coupling to other

spin-wave modes in microdisks, of the WGM kind [46], could

boost these values even further. The predicted values imply

a significant improvement with respect to the state of the art,

and are attainable within current technology. Our results pave

the way for optomagnonics with magnetic textures [47,48],

including optically induced nonlinear vortex dynamics (e.g.,

self-oscillations of the gyrotropic mode), optically mediated

synchronization in vortex arrays, and exotic quantum states

entangling vortex and optical degrees of freedom. Finally,

our results indicate the potential of these systems for cavity-

enhanced Brillouin scattering microscopy to study vortices or

other magnetic structures.
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